
ST. LOUIS WINDCHIMES 

When the gunshots ring out in the nighttime 

instead of the church bells, we call it 

St. Louis windchimes and when they do it 

on Christmas, we say they’re urban carols. 

 

We sandblast graffiti because it’s thug street 

trash we want gone, and it stays down awhile 

but the day after Christmas here in our home 

on Grand by the ghetto Schnucks and the methhead 

mini-mart parking lot by the Kentucky Fried Murder 

franchise, a street mural in its place, in oil paints, 

proclaims “This is a hostile takeover” and it is as 

 

beautifully tendered to us as frankincense and myrrh. 

We hear a voice that is not a chambered round, not 

a bang, not a whimper, but just maybe a prayer 

singing, wringing itself out in the streets of our city 

like a crisp , clear, sing it, children, sing it bell. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TANGLED 

My home is a living drive-through cathedral, limp Spanish moss  

and kudzu its Sistene dome. This land was made for driving, for Kings 

of Tupelo with fins and white-wall wings and a Southern woman’s arm 

dangling its boneless fragility from the window, like they do in these parts. 

 

Every road is a pulsing artery to towns named Damascus, Smyrna,  

Philadelphia, Corinth, Shiloh, Southern fried chicken on Sunday  

towns where even the Episcopalians rumble the Lord’s Word 

with the brimstone Baptists’ hairlip-like precision and there is  

supper on the grounds (dinner if you’re all puffed-up and strutting 

your fancy pants), with ambrosia and seafoam salad desserts. 

 

My father whipsawed us between the dazzling dogwood  

of Tennessee, the hot ore and hot temper of the Big Bad ‘Ham, 

the grizzled old Arkansas Ozarks jutting up like dinosaur teeth. 

His father named his Ishmael and expected him not to wander, 

leaving us rootless memories of the patriarch who wanted to be 

called Daddy.  A dinner on the grounds sort, I called him Father. 

 

He taught us the various routes to “the country” in Sylacauga,  

not a romantic place, no noble Creek or Cherokee translation:  

just “The Place of the Chalaka Tribe” where the only known meteor 

strike that killed somebody occurred, hurled down from pre-history, 

finding its target smack between Vincent and Childersburg.  

 

Father would sneak up on Sylacauga through the Jim Nabors “Gomer” 

Highway, or if you drove from Tennessee, past the faded, handpainted 

billboards of Nickerson Farms bragging on its famous pecan divinity 

and the Fort Payne KKK welcoming you to the flaming heart of Dixie, 

we might take the Jim Lindsey “Goober” Highway. You could pluck out 

a route from Chickamauga straight to the country people in Sylacauga. 

With the country cousins in Sylacauga you might strip a wheat-like grass 

of its curled brown leaves, light them with your parents’ matches and 

smoke them, calling it Indian tobacco. You might break the stems and 

peel out the white center: “Indian gum.” It tasted like Styrofoam but fed 

imagination.  Bad things can happen in Sylacauga, too, the palpable, sulfuric 

stench of the paper mills drenching the Confederate jasmine, the acrid 

blossoms of their emissions turning the sky as gray as waves of the returning 

Glorious Dead, as gray as the coal and ore miners wracked with poverty and 

pellagra. These are the gray men, the dead men, the men caught up in miasmic, 

not Corinthian, skies. The Big Mules have had their way with both earth and air. 



 

 

The country holds specters, shadow-ashes slashed into photo paper, curling edges 

of memory.  I recall a picture of me leaning on our sleek-silhouetted Buick 

that darted through the backroads to come to rest at the honeysuckle hedges. 

In my mint chiffon and tulle Easter dress, my thighs squeezed tight, my butt pressed 

with hold-your-breath grit, afraid that any minute my control would fragment and 

I’d look down on my flooded patent leather shoes spilling over the Sylacauga sediment, 

dodging gravel bombs thrown by a vicious cousin we saw as a waste of chromosomes— 

that I would melt like “McArthur Park” sweet green vinyl grooves into Sylacauga ochre, 

me giving way to my breaking levee of bladder, drowning in a hurricane of little-girl pee. 

I tangled my dress on the Buick’s bumper, bringing all the women like swarming fireants, 

clucking about whether my pastel Easter best could be mended. All wanted to throw 

the miscreant in Grandmother’s jail, an old barn by the fetid hoof-and-mouth pond. 

 

    . . . 

 

My doctors, poking around my belly with scalpels, cameras, gloved, mysterious hands 

discovered that I am a medical freak.  Most umbilical cords snip and cap themselves, 

but mine kept growing, settling into my viscera, wrapping into my vascular system 

like the braided vines we used to swing over dry creek beds thirty feet below us, launching 

to the bluff on the other side. Or maybe it had built itself into an Ionic column, propping 

up all my veins, letting them cling like the gully swinging vine.  It has grown into my DNA, 

the floral sprays, the lazy days with Indian gum in the shimmering heat, tea made in jugs 

with two cups of sugar, snapping purple-hull peas on the peeling, warped wood porches 

at the country peoples’ houses, estates named after the number of oaks on the dirt road, 

a green neon sign leading you in flashing lights to visit “Our Brand New Mauseleum” in a 

cedar-framed cemetery, tires burning with the rubbery olfactory assault of a paper mill, 

childhood maids named Eula Mae, Eula Fay, Lula Mae, Esther Mae, the women who raised  

the South’s white children with their tangled loyalties, tangled roots, intertwined viscera. 

These serial Eula-maids, silenced by courtrooms and ballot boxes, smoothed out the cuffs 

on a favorite cardigan, laid them out so we could slip comfortably into our casual racism. 

 

And I know now, gnashing at a legal brief in the Pell City Courthouse, that these same women 

trusted with the towheads of the South, our maids, could not testify there. They could drink 

from the “Colored” fountain, marked in Art Deco letters that have been removed, but their 

stain comes through. They paint over the sun-faded shadow-letters, whitewashing the wall. 

You can’t erase what has been written in blood. You can’t pluck out an umbilical guy wire 

anchoring what sends our lifeblood, diffuses it in our bodies, cannot suppress these hieroglyphs 

any more than we can mask the sulfur smell of paper mills with the sickly scent of gardenias. 

This constellation knitted itself into an Eden with Satan and Jesus wrapped around the same 

magnolia, content with the roots but still haggling over an apple while giving an ovation to the 

sky. 



Your two-lane highways, your Appalachia, Ozarks, Smokies, your veins pulsing history and ore 

are still close in rear-view mirrors as this rough beast slouches toward Birmingham to be reborn. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LAST RITES 

It rained cottonmouths for 30 days after you died. 

They wore proud boots and took over the streets, 

slithered and kicked through the steel-plated doors. 

They sat coiled or casually dropped in your special recliner. 

They ate the last Tyson’s chicken in Arkansas—they did! 

and then ravaged the okra and bean patches out back. 

Then they took the tomatoes and purple-hull peas, 

cutting a swath like Sherman’s army marching to sea. 

 

Their white mouths turned a deep heliotrope purple. 

We plied them with offerings of heavy red wine 

and they turned all purple and died. We swept snakeskins 

for weeks. Next the bats came, echolocating what we 

humans heard only as a series of slight erratic clicks. 

We developed a decoder that could read bat-tongue for us 

and learned that they repeated through the walls a gossip chorus: 

“You know he heard the wind chimes just before he died, a music 

that played so hauntingly on the listening ears of time.”  

 

We banged every pot and pan in the house like a marching band 

starting off a Fourth of July parade with John Phillip Souza’s brass 

until they gave up their roost, a lonely, leaning excuse for a chimney. 

When finally we wept and muttered a flood of desolate words 

over your cavernous deep rhombus in the earth, a dark hole really, 

an aunt we barely knew said to me, “Give me your last skinny-back    

wishbone hug and tell us how thin we’ve become.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 


